Predicting visual performance following excimer photorefractive keratectomy.
A duplex optical image is created when the ablation zone formed by excimer photorefractive keratectomy is smaller than the entrance pupil. Visual performance and secondary effects are analyzed using a theoretical model of the optical image. A point-spread function having a centered in-focus component surrounded by an annular out-of-focus component is calculated from pupil size, ablation size, refractive error, and photoreceptor directional sensitivity. The line-spread, edge-spread, and optical transfer functions are derived. In the line- and edge-spread functions, secondary maxima and curvilinear ramps are most evident with low refractive errors. The half-height widths of the point- and line-spread functions change little. The optical transfer function is reduced in proportion to the distribution of light between the image components. Stable point and line half-height widths explain why Snellen visual acuity is insensitive to annular blur. Contrast sensitivity correlates with symptoms of haze and fog. Halos and ghost images are associated with secondary optical maxima and curvilinear ramps. Neither visual acuity nor contrast sensitivity can predict halos or ghost images. Halos and ghost images will be most prevalent in low illumination and for low refractive corrections. High refractive errors will produce fewer visual side effects than low refractive errors.